
Gold Golf
 Golf is not like any other game. It is not just brute strength and energy. It is sophistication and accuracy. The game revolves around the entire day and

spreads across a good, long period of time. It is almost a day out on its own. It is such a fun event to hang around in the lush greens and move around

in the golf carts.

No golf courses in Sydney will be able to match up to our service and that is a promise! Golf Courses are brilliant for huge corporate parties and

events. We are very proud of the fact that we are the most social golf course in all of Sydney. And that makes us gold.

We are not just a golf course, but we are a golf courses sydney club. The services provided here will rival all the golf courses in Sydney and come

out on top. Imagine the perfect sunny day. Your gold buddies, you, your cabby and the perfect hit. The entire day spent by the green and a beautiful

lunch had at the La Mesa by the Green. A space where our exquisite chefs make the most decadent dishes to calm your hunger. After all, the perfect

hit makes for hunger pangs!

We also boast of the function rooms that accommodate from 50-200 individuals. We have 3 such rooms. Perfect for corporate retreats. Our Liverpool

Function room will let you use the huge music systems and the televisions. The locations are absolutely solid for birthdays, engagements and

seminars.

The golf course themselves have all the things you expect from a golf course and more. All the parts of the course are state of the art and make sure

to provide the best, sophisticated experience to all those who love the game.

It is not just a retreat but also a zone for people completely driven by the game to practice. The Gold Pro helps you understand and build you skills.

There are also many interesting events that keep happening around the clock.

So, what special event are you waiting for?

Come down to the Cabramatta Golf Course! The other golf clubs in Sydney wouldn't event know what hit them! Maybe it was a 3 Putter that got you!
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